MIKE’S 2008 FALL HUNT REPORT
We had a very good and not so good season this past fall 2008. The elk hunting was excellent, moose hunting very
good, bear hunting okay and the deer hunting was somewhat poor. The main reason was a once in a hundred year drought.
Too little rain is never usually a problem in the Peace River region but it occurred this year through the main growing
season, May to September, virtually no rain and very hot. We spent a ton of time and money scouting all over our 2 zones
and we did see quite a few good deer and killed some of them but not as many as usual.
We started out the season with the bowhunts, mainly mule deer and black bear. The bear hunts were a bit slow on
the number of bears sighted but we still ended up with 3 bowhunters taking 5 bears, 2 of which made Pope and Young.
Jeff McCormack from Maryland got a solid P&Y bear with his recurve and Von Miller from Illinios got 2 nice bears,
including a P & Y chocolate boar. Our normally outstanding mule deer bowhunts were very tough, deer were scattered all
over, mostly staying in the trees and not bedding in the short, stunted crops where we usually stalk up on them. The 8
bowhunters still had 19 shots but the opportunities were not spread out evenly among all the hunters. Even though we shot
at and saw some really big deer we ended up only killing 3 bucks which all scored around 170. They were taken by four
time repeat hunter Joe Coleman and Eric Shields both from Kentucky and 2nd time hunter Randy Carson from
Wyoming.
The elk bowhunting was very good and the rifle hunts were awesome. All 4 elk bowhunters got good shot
opportunities killing 2-6 point bulls, a 260 by Mike Betts and a 275 by Ryan Hovest, both from Ohio. The bugling was
just getting going on the bowhunts and then it cut loose on the rifle hunts where we had as many as 8 or 10 bulls in one
small area screaming at once. Four rifle elk hunters, Marc Nyrose, Bob Osness, Roger Henry and Bill Hoyle had 6 shots
at 6 different 6 point bulls in 6 days. They killed 4 bulls scoring 260 to 285, 100% success! We also saw some bulls bigger
than that including a huge 350+ bull. It really is great to be able to hunt elk in the rut.
The moose hunting had some real ups and downs but it was very good overall. The archery elk/moose combo
hunters did not get any good opportunities at moose but 2 of the mule deer bowhunters who had moose tags got 2 shots,
one at a big 45 inch bull. The rifle moose hunting saw 16 hunters kill 13 bulls and the hunters also had quite a few misses
and bungled opportunities. A good bull was killed by Kim Rabeau from Michigan on an incredible calling session that
drew the moose in from over half a mile away. He came in like a freight train crashing through the brush as he ran towards
us, very exciting. Some of the biggest bulls were killed by Team Norway, Vidar Gronnevik, Ragna and John Solberg
and Jon Vestby. Vidar killed the giant of the year, a huge 45 inch heavy, palmated bull. John Armbruster from
Michigan took a bull on the November hunt that was almost as big at 42 inches. It was a beautiful bull, wide pans, big
fronts and lots of points.
The main hunts we are known for is our great deer hunts, mule deer and whitetails. This year it was just not meant
to be, even with our extensive scouting. The drought really beat us up, horn growth was down, they weren’t spending
much time in the open and they weren’t grouping up anywhere. We did end up taking several big muleys but no good
whitetails. We saw some big whitetails, several in the 160 to 180 class but when the time came to kill them everything
seemed to be against us. We would see them just before or after legal light, missed shots, too far away, too small etc. We
had never seen it so tough. The 4 biggest mule deer scored 178, 184, 188 and 193. Marc Murfitt from Montana killed the
178 it was a big 3 by 4, 4 time repeat hunter Eric Zinczenko who is the publisher for Outdoor Life and Field and Stream
took the 184. Ricky Wood, Louisiana on his 3rd hunt with us killed the 188 and a massive, old 193 was shot by Rich
Baalman from Oregon.
The deer hunting is looking really good for next year though; the winter has been mild so far allowing the bucks to
recover from the rut. We did also get some rain in September which created a lot of second growth plants which the deer
are now eating. There are also lots of next year bucks which didn’t get killed due to the tough hunting conditions. We are
now looking forward to our spring black bear hunts and next fall 2009.
We will once again have a booth at the Safari Club International (SCI) convention, booth #36 in the Trails
End Pavilion. If you are at the show please stop by and have a chat with us. Hopefully you can also make it up to
Alberta, Canada for a hunt with us and experience the Big Game Hunters Paradise of Mike’s Outfitting Ltd.
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